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THE USE OF MULT AQA~L-.A.Blj.UR IN THE OTTOMAN 
MADRASAS AND IN LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP1 

Şükrü Selim Has 

Of all the compendia of Hanafite law used by jurists and scbp
lars, tbe Multa.qa'l. AbJ:ı.ur of lbrahim .al-l:fala:bP was probably the 
most popular. There are many references to its pre-eminence among 
the Hanafite ·books of law scattered far and wide in many sources 
but despite its obvious influence we seem to have very little 
knowledge either as to how the work ca:me into being or of its aut
hor. It is all the more curious when we consider the fact that more 
than fifty comment:aries were written on the Multaqa throughout 
the Empire and it was used as one of the principal sources during 
the compilation of the Majalla, the Tanzimat ·code of law. 

In this article an attempt will be made to show how the Multaqi.i 
was taught in the madrasas and how it was used in the courts of 
law by the qadis and its contri'bution to the Majalla. As it is im
portant to ·be aware of the sources from which ·the Multaqii was 
compiled, they are given as follows : 

1 The following article, with some changes, iS taken from «A Study of Ibri
him al-l;lalabi wlth Special Referen~ to the Mtdtdııa», a Ph. D. thesiS submltted 
to the University of Edinburgh in 1981. 

2 The author, :Ebrahim -b. Mul;ıammad b. Ibrihiın al-l:fala:bi was born in 
Aleppo at about 866/1461 or earlier. He received his early education in Aleppo 
and Da:mascus. Towards the end ·of the nlnth/fift~enth century he left Aleppo 
for Cairo which was one of the best centres for 'Islamic studies. In Calro al
l;lalabi studled tafsir, hadith, fiqh, qirii'a and other branches of Islamlc learning. 
After completing his studies he went to Istanbul where he held the post of imanı 
and kha{lb in various mosques until his death in 956/1549. 

[See A.b. Muşıafa Tishkübr1-züda, al-Shaqii'iq al-Nu'mitııiyya fi Daıvlat 

al-'Uthmaniyya in the margi.n of Wafayiit al-il'yiiıı (Cairo, 1310 AH.), II, 24.] 

-· ... ~---~- -
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a) The Mukhta.şar of .A.).ımad 'b. Mu.J;ıammad b . .A):unad ... b. A'bu'l 
ij:usayn b. Abü Bakr (362/972 - 428/1037), known as al-Qudüri. 

b) The Mukhtar of 'Abdallah ·b. Ma!l;ımüd ... Majd al-Din al
MawşU'i (599/1202- 683/1284). 

c) Kanz al-Daqctiq of 'Abdullah h. Al;ımad b. MaJı,ın'üd, known 
as Hafi?: al-Din Abu'l Barakat al-Nasafi (d. 651/1253). 

d) Wiqayat al-Riwaya fi. JJ!asdil al-Hidaya of Ma)).,müd b. 'Ubay
dallah Şadr al-Shari'a al-Awwal, known as al-MaJ.ııbubi (d. 712/1312). 

Two other sources, the Hidiiya of Burhan al-Din al-Marghinan.I 
(511/1117- 593/1196) and Majma/ a:t-BaJ:ı,rayn of M~affar al-Din 
Abu'l-'A:bbas Al;ımad ·known as Ibn al-Sa'ati (d. 694/1295) were also 
coiısulted occasionally by the author. The compilation of the Mul
taqii was completed on 23rd Raja:b 923/llth September 1517. 

A - The Multaqa as a Text~Book in the Madrasas 

The Ottoman 1nadrasa system ha:d fully evolved when the Mul
taqa. was compiled by Ihrahim al-J:Ialabi. The greater part of the 
energy expended within these scholarly esta.:blishments was devoted 
to the study of the Qur'anic sciences and their various branches. Of 
the~e fiqh was to -be of particular importance, for the madrasa was 
the training ground for two careers in particul·ar, that of the jurist 
and that of the tea:cher, and the study of fiqh was the basic occupa
tional tı·aining for the legal career. 'It was divided into two separate 
disciplines, uşül and fu:rü(; the bases or principles of law were ter
med the ıtşüZ al-fiqlı? and the disciplines derived therefrom, the furü(. 

. As the greater majority of the population ·in the Ottoman state 
was Hanafite, the text-'books of tbls rite served as main 'reference 
books in the madrasas. In the provinces, where tlıere were large num
bers of non-Ha:nafites, the text-'books of other rites were also used 
for the same purpose. In Iraq, for example, besides Hanafite works, 
Shafiite works were also used, such as the Matn al-Ghiiya wa'l-Taq-

3 The science of ıışiil al-fiqh has been defined by the doctors as «the science 
of the prlnclples whereby one reaches fiqh in the true way.» See N.P. Agnides, 
Mohammedan Tlıeories of Finance, Lahore, 1961, P. 4. 
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rılr and ·a commentary on the same work by al-Katib al-Shirbini (d. 
977 / 1569), alongside another commentary by Ibn Qas·im al- Qazzi d. 
918/1512), and its supercommentary by Ihrahim al-Birmawi (d. 
1106/1694) 0

• 

Although in a broad sense the mudarris was free to teach the 
text-book of his choice, sometimes texts had already .been prescibed 
by the founder of the waqf or its mutawalli. The teacher was thus 
restricted in his choice of text, many of which were often provided 
for the use of the instructorG. Indeedin some cases text-'books were 
preseribed ·by the Sultan, most probably with the aim of maintaining 
some uniformity in legal training throughout the state. An imperial 
decree issued in the sixteenth century gives the list of text..ıbooks gi
ven to the teachers, to be usedin the madrasas7

• Naturally tt:ıe law 
books named in the list are entirely Hanafite works such as the Hi
diiya the Nihiiya1 the Ghiiyat al-Bayö.n1 the Qö.rj.'ikhö.n1 ete. 

In the early period, the most popular books taught in the mad
rasas were the Hidö:ya1 the Wiqö.ya and the Mukhtaşar of al-Qudüri8 • 

Uzunçarşılı also includes the Kanz al-Daqtliq9• These four main 
works, which were used as sources for the compilation of the Mul
taqö.1 were to be rendered largely redundant in practice ·by the adop
tion of the latter as a basic text-book of Hanafite law. 

While it is quite true that the Multaqii supplanted the preceding 
generatian of legal text-books, this ·process was necessarily a slow 
one for a number of reasons. The conservative nature of the madrasa 
was not conducive to the acceptance of new works. First was the fact 
that the curriculum in many institutions had heen preseribed for pos
terity by the founder, a fact which necessitated the retention of the 
old works. Seconilly, teachers generally ~ended to teach those texts 

4 By 'Ali ·b. al-l:lusayn b. 'Ali e.I-Işfa.ham .A:bü Shuja' Tii.j al-Din (d. 
593/1196), see C. Brockelınann, Geschicte der Arabischen Litteratur, (GAL), 
L~den, 1987-49, Gl, 392. 

'A. al-Hilali, Tiirikh al-Ta'lim fi'Z-'lriiq ffl-'Alıd al-'Uthmanı (Baghdad, 1959), 
p. 9~ , 

6 M. Bilge, nk Osmanlı Medreseleri, (!stanbul, 1984) p. 63. 
7 Ibid, same page. 
8 Ibid, pp. 48, 49. 
9 See !.H. Uzunçar§ılı, Osmanh Devletinin nmiye T8§ki7atı, p. 4. 

-·...c::.-------:...-. 
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they them.selves had studied. It would seem proba:ble that the intro
duction of a ·new work into the syllabus could 'be accomplished only 
when the text had ·been taught to sufficient students to create a corps 
of teachers who would, in their turn, teach it as a text. Thus it can 
be seen that a text would require several generations hefore it could 
gain a dominant position and even then would not ·be to the complete 
exclusion of the older texts. However, despite all these obstacles to 
its adeption as the standard work of Hanafite legal practice, it is 
certain that ·by the seventeenth century the Multaqii had gained 
widespread recognition. · 

In one of the earliest European sources to deseribe the Ottoman 
educational system, Taderini makesmention of this work :. 

D en parut lll?- autre plus etendu plus complet sous le Sultan 
Soliman Ier. Ce code fut compile avec beaucoup de met~ode 
par Ihrahim d'Alep, nomine Moltaki Alabhar, ou la reunion 
de mers, pour avoir rassem'ble tout ce qu'avoient ecrit 
Codure, Mokhtar, Y.akaiat, Hadaiah, habiles jurisconsultes10• 

I;Iajji Khalifa, one of the prominent figures of the seventeenth 
century, whilst giving the account of his career as a teacher, points 
out the place of the Multaqii among the other text-·books in the 
ma.drasas and states : 

. . . meanwhile my pupils had been having lessons on the 
elements of ·accidence, Fanari and the Sha?nSiyya on ~ogic, 
Jamı, the Mukhtaşar, the Fara'iij., the Multaqa and the 
Durar11• · 

· Al-Hilali notes tb,e constant use of the Multaqa in Iraqi mad-
1·asas during the Ottoman period, a fact which indicates the re
cognition given to the work not only in the madrasas of the Capital 
but ·also in · those of more distant provinces12• 

10 L. Toderinl, Letteratın·e Turclıesca, tr. into French .by Couı-rand (Paris, 
1789), I, 41. 

ll 'f:{ajjl Klıalifa, Mızan al-Ijaqq, Eng. Trans. G.L. Lewis, The Balance of 
Trııtlı, (London, 1957), p. 141. 

12 All-Hilii.li, op. cit., p. 99 . 
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The. Mıtltaqa had become the standard text-book throughout 
the Empire by the beginning of the uineteentlı century. The author 
of the Qanıüs cu-A rzam was to note : 

The work of al-I;Iala:bi contains the whole of the knowledge 
of the science of fiqh in an easy and fluent s tyle; -and in 
our present time it is accepted as a text-book throughout 
the Ottoman state and is found currently in the hands 
of the students1~. 

Lybyer in the chapter on Ottoman legislation states : 

Mouredgea D'Ohsson took the Multa;qa. as the basis of 
his excellent work Tabl-:-uu general dffl)Empire Othoinan 
and gave the translation of it with its comments to w]:_ıich 
he has added observations of gr:eat value, based on histo
rical studies on his investigations during many years' 
residence in Turkey14• 

In his account of the nıadrasas ·and their curriculum D'Ohsson 
names the chief text-books and gives priority to the Multaqa. in the 
branch of jurisprudence: «On etudie la jurisprudence dans Multaka, 
Durer, Tewzihh, Telwihh etc»15• • 

The Multaqa was also one of the main works taught in the 
Ottoman Palace SchooP6 which no . dollbt reflected the curriculum 
of the ordinary madrasas in its choice of text-books. 

Finally, it must be added th~t most of the commentators on 
the Multaqii. were actually teaching it. For example, the author 
of Ghcvwwaş al-Bif.ı.iir) Darwish b . .A.Wnad al-Rümi states that he 
was teaching the Multaq.a. to his students17

• The date of his com
mentary's composition, 1654:-55, shows .us that the Multaqii. had 

13 S. Sami, Qiimıis al-A '7iim, I, 568. 
14 A.H. Lybyer, The Government of the Ottortıan Erııpire tıı the Time of 

Sııleiman the Magnificent, Cambridge, 1913, p. ·153. 
15 M.D.'Ohsson, TabZeaıı,. Generaı ·de · L'Empire Othoman, PariS, 1788-91, 

11, 469. 
16 B. Miller, «The Curr.iculum of the Palace School of the Turkish Sultans, , 

in The MacDonald Presentation Volııme, (Princeton, 1933} p. 314. 
17 See Ghawwiiş al-Bi~ıar, Ms. in Süleymaniye, Halet ·Efendi, No. 114. 
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taken its place in macırasa curriculum :by this date. Such commen
taries seem to be essentially the formal reduction of a muda1-ris' 
teaching notes in the form of a text-book. The very number of such 
commentaries, well over fifty, attests to the extensive use of the 
Mıtltaqa which began during the lifetime of its author and lasted 
for _almost four centuries. However, it should be pointed out that 
while those authors who descrrbe the madrasa system all note 
the supremacy of the Mıtlta;qli, many also note the existence of 
its predecessors, a ract which would indicate that these stili held 
a place on the syllabus. 

The Multaqii's influence can also be seen in the popular 
catechisms of religion (<ilm-i l;ı_iil) and compilations of a similar 
nature. For example a seventeenth century wo:r'k, known as the 
Kitiib al-Ustwwlinil8 relies heavily on the MultaqliJ a great deal of 
the text being merely al-}:Ialabi's prose translated into Turkish. 
However, we may also observe a certain amount of reliance on 
alternative works, such as al-}:Iala-bi's commentary on the Munyat 
al-MuşallJJ the Bal;_r al-Rii'iq, the Sira.j al-WahhiijJ the Hidiiya aıid 
its comnientaries. At the end of every case (mas'ala) the source 
of information is given, as for example, in the chapter on «Actions 
which invalidate prayer», which he enumerates as follows, citing 
his source: 

~i:-1 ~ J~l J eS} Jl· 0J-::~..a.-o ~J 0~):-1 0':1 Jl o~ o~ 

.)~ o~J=.Lo ' ~~ .)~ ~\ 0§1 ~ ~J ~ ~\ 
.)~ o~~A ' ~.!W\ e ~_d- dAlo\ 

0~~ .ı.}lül J Ailü\ ~1 L~ ... :~~A J. 0~\ o..t.~\ !JjW 

.)~o~ ~!r.l J o~ J=lo ' ~~ 
18 Thls is the work of Usıuwaw Mul_ıarruned Efendi (1608-1668) who was a 

wa'~ in Istanbul. According to him the 'Practices of samLl' and raqş of the sufls 
are unlawful. His attltude towards suf.ism and their practices .is siınllar to that 
of al-I:Ialabi. Although he was born -after half a century of al-J:Iala.bi's death he 
must ·have been influenced ıt-hrough the latter's writings. Hls views on certain 
controversial matters, such as ra~J.Ş, sama', daıoaratı, -music ete. are given in his 
above-mentloned wo~:~k . 
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While stiU on the subject of ritual prayers he continues : 

o~~ J=.!,l .J~.J~ .b_p t.SJI ~L\,1 0 ;,) ~4jL..; -~ 

Jl.JI_p- ~~.J~ J~l t\..p ~JI J~l _;ı· ~~\ Jl.JI ~ . 
.J~ o~ cJ.Lo J~l f~ LS)~\~\ Jl.JI t_Lp L>j§' ~~ 
o.:ı L>~ .).:ıo...l)yı ~ .. ., o.:ı~lo \ f. ~; •Ü=>-~ (.5j~i 

. .)~ 
J~JI 01~1 o..ci J JJ·.tl; jW wJI o.:ı~ ~ ..r. 

.)~ o.:ı c}L .)J..oj':l· 

B - Tlıe Mııltaqa a.s a. Reterence Book for Qarj.ıs 

In the Ottoman state all legal cases were resolved in the sha.r~i 
courts according to the principles of the Hanafite rite. Qö.rj.is would 
therefore refer to the wellknown and accepted Hanafite works 
and fa.tawa collections in order to adjudicate the cases presented 
before them. Although qö.rj.is were free to use any text within the 
rite, their choice was often circumscribed by the availability, 
practica:bility and popularity of the texts. Von Haınmer enumerates 
seven works which were regarded as .being classical and cano
nical: The Mukhtaşar of al-Qudüri, the Hio.,aya, the Wiqaya, the 
Kanz al-DaqifiqJ the Dura.r al-flukkam and finally the Multaqiil
Ab~ur19. Voı;ı. Ha:mmer assumed, without providing any supporting 
evidence, that 

al-I:Iala:bi was probably asked by Sulayınan to compile such 
a book, just as, for example, MuP...ammad IT had asked Mulla 
Khusraw to compile the Durar al-fluk'kiim20• 

This theory has gained wide ·acceptance by scholars such as, 
for example, Lybyer, who characterised the Multaqa as : 

.;" 

19 Von Hammer, Staatsverfassung und S!aatsverwaıtııng des Osmanisehen 
Reisclıs (Vienna, 1815) pp. 10, ll. 

20 Ibid, P·. ll, 
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... a new code of iaw, therefore better adopted to the more 
widely Mos!em character which the empire had assumed .. 
Sulayınan charged Sheykh Ihrahim with the task of prepa
ring such a code21 • 

In anather chapter he again repeats this assumption: 

Before 1549 Ibrahim I:Ialabi, the j urist, prepared by com
ınand of Sulayınan the codification of the sacred law which 
bears the name of Multaka al-Ebhıı~2 • 

Y. Meron quoting Hitti, also asserts that Ibranım al-J:Iala:bi was 
charged by the Ottoman sultan Sulayınan the Magnificent with 
compiling the Mıütaqa ız-Ab~ıur23 • However, al-l;Ialabi makes no 
mention of such a commission by the government in his introduction. 
Furthermore, the Multaqiiı according to the account given in the 
manuscripts, was completed on 23rd Rajab 923/llth September, 
1517, and Sultan Sulayman's accessian to the throne was not until 
17th ShawvAal 926/30th September 1520. Thus, if there was any 
commission by the government it must have been during the reign 
of Sultan Selim I. In the light of this, Von Hamm.er's theory seems 
to be in~orrect, probably as a result of the unavailability of manu
seripts at the time. It is perhaps more surprising that this as
sumption has been repeated uncritically .by many scholars from 
Lybyer to Meron2

·
1

• 

21 Lybyer, The Government of the Ottoman Empire, p. 153. 

22 Ibid., .p. 818. 

23 Y. Meron, L'Obligation alimentaire entre Epou:ı: en Droit Musluman 
Hanefite, (Paris, 1971) pp. 64, 65. 

24 Meron a·dopts a very negative attitude towards the MuZtaqii and makes 
remarks such as «<n fact, from the polnt of view of the development of legal 
thought it .is nothing ·but one more decadent text» ... ete. (see «The Development 
of Legal Thoug:ht in Hanaf.i Texts», p. 116) However, the a.uthor -himself seems 
to be .fil-lnfol'lTled as to· several basic facts about the MuZtaqii. For example, he 
speaks of the MuZta,qii as being o:an abri'dgement, based on the Hidiiya» (see 
L'Obligatioıı aZimentaire ... p. 10) whereas al-l:lalabi defines the· contribution of 
the Hidaya a.s «a smail piece» (nabclha) (see MuZtaqa, p. 2). · 
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In contrast to its relatively slow acceptance in the madrasas 
of the Empire, the Multaqa quickly achieved a certain popularity 
among Ottoman jurists, as evidenced by the number of commen
taires by qtüj:is and muftıs which 'hegan to appear almost immediately 
-after al-I:Ialahi's death in 956/1549. These jurists were not bound . 
to the use of any preseribed legal reference work in the way that 
Madrasa teachers sametimes were. 

On the seetion about the Ottoman shar' code and qanüns Levy 
writes: 

In theory indeed, the Ottoman law was based on the sharr 
according to the I:Ianafi interpretation, the standard aut
hority after the middle of the sixteenth century being the 
Multaqa al-abJ:ı.ur, compiled in Ara:bic, as were all the works 
of fiqh, by Ibrahlm al-Halaıbi, who diedin 154926

• 

Howev~r,· a more important cause for its quick and extensive 
recognition among the qiüjzs was the ordering of its materials and its 
co~prehensive nature2G. This has been emphasised ıby many writers 
on this subject: 

It (the Multaqa) owes its advantage partly to its greater 
order and completeness and partly to the circum.stance that 
it dates from Sulayman's time27• 

Anather writer on the Ottoman legal system eonsidered that 
the particular advantage of the M?!Jltaqa lay in its -medial position 
between the classical works, of whicb. al-Q:udüri's Mukhtaşar is given 
as an example, and those modernist treatises as an example of which 
he cites Ibn 'Abidüı's Durr al-Mukhtö.r: 

25 R. Levy, The Social 8tructure of Islam, (Camb.Ndge 1969) p. 268. 
26 An effort has been made to demonstrate to the reader tWs oomprehen

slve nature of the Multaqii in Appendix B of the thesls, ·by comparing certain 
chapters of the Multaqii with those of its sources. A qulck glance at this appendix 
will demonstrate the fact that the Muztaqii contains all the information given in 
its sources. The points which were omitted by al-F.Ialabi are noted -in the footnotes 
but these oın.lssions seems to be restricted to certain highly improbaıble or 
unimportant cases and do not include any important prlnciple. 

27 Von Hammer, Op. cit. p. ll. 
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W e give ·preference ·to the treatise of Ihrahim al-I:{a.la:bi, 
known under the name of Multaqii ul-EbhoUr~ which holds 
a middle path between these two extremes and w hi ch forms, 
by virtue ·of its clearness and .simplicity, the most wi
·-despread and the most highly esteemed treatise in Turkey28• 

The arrangement of the material in the Multaqii is :far more 
thoraugh and ordered than that of its predecessors. Therefore, it was 
more convenient as a work of reference, and, since ·the Multaqii con
tained almost all the information found in its sources, as a practical 
handbook in a .single volume, it rendered its predecessors largely 
redundant. For this reason alone Von Hammer could claim that it 
was «·the most complete and best ordered work of the time'29». This 
completeness can ·be illustrated numerically. For example, while 
al-Qudüri's work, the Mukhta.rar~ is said to contain 12,000 cases 
(mas~il)3°, the Multaqö. encompasses well over 17,00031

• 

There is no reason to doubt that the Multaqö. enjoyed the sup
port of the government. and that its use by qö.r.j.is and teachers was 
encouraged presuma'bly with the aim of implementing uiıiformity 
of law in the state. Webelieve that the work was widely recognised 
during Sultan Sulayman's time, and almost all souı:-ces agree on this 
point. A European writer on the Ottoman state commented: 

The author [al-}::Ialabi] comprised in it [the Multaqö.] all 
decrees from the foundation of Islamism canceming the 
various subjects of law and theology that had proceeded 
from the doctors of law before his time. All points respec
ting dogmas, Divine worship, morals, civil and politicallaw 
ete. are so immutably settled in this work as to dispense 
with all future glosses and interpretation. Since the r~ign 

28 A. Heidborn, Droit Public et A.d?ninistrati / de L'Empire Ottoman 
3 vols. (Vienna, 1908) 1, 54. 

29 Von Hammer, Op. cit. p. ll. 

30 l:Iiijji Khalifa· Muşıafii b. 'Abd Allah, Kashf al-?ıınt7n 'an Asma' al-Kutub 
ıva'l Ftını7n, 2 vols. (Istanbul, 1360-62 AH.) ll, 1631. 

31 M. Mawqüfiitl, Mamqüfiit, 2 vols. (Istan:bul, 1312 AH.) ı, 3. 
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of Sulayman it "has been regarded as an authority without 
appeaP2• 

All the authorities who wrote on the subject pointed out the 
comprehensive nature of the Multaqii. Since it contained all the basic 
information given in its sources those who con'Sulted the work did 
not need to refer to any of them, at least in most cases, and this fact 
rendered the duties of the qiiifi and muftı easier ·to perform. This 
obvious point is also stated ·by D'Ohsson: 

«This work the (Multaqii) is written with clarity and preci
sion which seldom ma:kes it necessary for the lawyers to 
refer to the previous canonic books up on which the new code 
is entirely based33

• 

In this al-l;Ialabi's guidance to the «most sound}} or <<most cor
rect» decision played an im portant role: such guidance gave a «moral 
justification» to the lawyers of less knowledge and saved them from 
struggling between two decisions. Von Hammer points out that the 
Multaqii gained popularity and recognition at the expense of its 
predecessors, especially of al-Nasafi's work: «Since the time of Su
layman, the Multaqa has replaced the Kanz as a handbook for 
qiiifis and muftiS»3

'1• 

However, Professor Uzunçarşılı, with ·greater caution, does not 
project its dominant position as far back as the sixteenth century, 
writing that: 

After the second half of the 1 7th century qiil.j.ıs began for
ming their decisions according to the principles laid down 

32 M.A. Ubicini, Lettres Sur la Turquie, En-g1ish translation by Lady 
Easthope (London, 1856), I, 139. 

33 Tableau General, I, 22. 
34 Von Hamıner, op. cit., p. 27. Meron (op. cit., p. 65) praises ,the conci

seness of the Kanz and states that the Multaqa is lacking in this. As is shown 
in the appendix B, the Multaqa contains a great number of artlcles whlch 
are oınitted in ıthe Kanz. Espectally with rega.nd to the Muıtaqa it would be 
more accurate to deseribe this as clncompleteness» rather than -«:conciseness». 

-~~·-- - -,....-· 
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in Ibrahim !:Iala:bi's Multaqa ' l-Abb_u1· fi 'l-Fu:rü' aZ-IJana
f i yya and its coınmentaries. 

After. naming .t;p.e sources of the work h.e adds : 

Before the Multaqa, t~e .. above mentioned works were used 
foı: the s~me purpose. ;Through this work, .al-!:lalabi ren
dered the duty qf qaçlis much easier than it had been 
before35

• 

Certainly .by t~e beginning of the 19th century Thornton speaks 
of the lYfultaqii as being the <<Code of laws governing the Qttoman 
Empire»30• Although clearly this is an exaggerated statement, 
Thornton had spent some fifteen years in Istanbul at the end of 
the 18tlı century, and his statement must reflect the prominence 
of the Multaqa as a. law book at that .time. 

As has been noted, the Multaqii served a double role, not only as 
a text-book for the mailrasas ·hut also as a handbook for qiil/ls and 
mujtis. In fact the former. factor must have influenced the latter gre
atly, fôr as the rriadrasa was a training g:round for the legal career, 
it was natural and more convenient for the students who had studied . . 
the Multaqii, to ·use· it when they obtained positions as qatj:is and muf-
tıs. We thus see that alongside its increasing use as. a legal text
book in the madrasas, it achieved a grow?-ng popularity among the 
qiitJ..zs and. mujtıs, and it seems reasonable to assume that these deve
lopments were related. This popularity of the Multaqii' is reflecteq 
even in the decisions of the Shaykh al-Islams, where it is one of the 
most commonly cited sources.37• However, at no time did the Multaqii 
dominate the study and practice .of law to the complete exclusion of 
all other texts and reference books despite to the fact that it achieved 
a superior position .as the most important legal work in the state. 
Thus Savvas Pacha (d. ca. 1900) held that: «Jurists consider the 

35 Uzunçarşılı, tımiye Teşkiutt·ı, p. 115. 

36 See T. Thornton, The Present State of Turkey, (London, 1807) pp. 
91-92. 

37 See Ml!Qammad b. A.Qmad b. al-Shayk:h Muştafa al-Katlüsi, Natijat aı
Fatiiıpfi .'TI'tQ.'a/l-Nııqlil, Istanbul, l265 .A.H. 
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Multcıqa as· a base for codification of the laws»38• Lybyer adopts the 
same attitude and deseribes al-I:Ialabi's work in the same manner: 

The Oonfzuence of the Seas (the Multaqtrı-Ab]J,ur) remained 
the foundation· of Ottoman law un til the reforms of the 19th 
century39 

In the light of the information given by Ottoman scholars and 
Western observers who ·actually spent some time in •the Empire, we 
can confidently say that the Mııltaqü. was employed widely, and es
pecially in the seventeenth cenhı:-ry and onwards ·became a standard 
Hanaf1te text, taking its f)lace ii:ı the mac1rasas and being among the 
most consulted legal works. Therefore «the generous esteem given to 
the Multaqa» is not «grossly exaggerated» as suggested by Meron 
(op. cit., p. 64). The very fact that so~e fif.ty commentaries have 
been composed on the Multa,qa is enough to confirm and justify this 
esteem. One of the recent authorities on Islamic law deseribes the 
Multaqii as «one of the latest and most highly esteemed statements 
of the doctrine of the school, which presents Islamic law in its final, 
fully developed form without being in any way a code»40• 

We also can see the contribution of the Multaqa in the works 
compiled ·by qli{lis and muftis) most of which were, most proba:bly, 
written as personal reference works rather than as text-hooks inten
ded for a wider dissem.ination. A clear example of this ·can be seen 
ina work by 'Abd al-La!if b. Lu!f, better known as Lu!f Qaçli (d. af
ter 1224/1809). The work itself is entitled the Hadiyya;n and covers 
almost the whole area of 'fiqh. The author first presents the case in 
Turkish·, then cites the text in Arabic aİıd gives its source. Besides 
the Mıılta;qa other well-known Hanafite works also appear in this 
work, books such as the Hidiiycı) al-Ashbii~ ıoa'l-Na.'[.ifir) the Tatö:rk
lıaniyya) the iJiukhtaşo:r of al-Qudüri, the Dm·r al-Mukhtar) ete. A 
few examples of the Mulfaqlfs use in the Hadiyya are a~ follows: 

38 Savvas Pacha, Etıı.de sur la theorie d.ı.~ d.roit nmsıdman, 2 vols. (Par.is, 
1898) ı. 118. 

39 Lybyer, OıJ: ci.t .. p. 153. 
40 See J. Schacht, An Introd.uctioıı to Isıamtc law, p. 112. 
41 The HaiLiyya, 290 X 200 mm, 452 ff., compiled in 1224/1809, Ms. in the 

possession of the author. 

-·~=-
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In the nineteenth century we find the British authorities requ
esting the Ottoman Sultan, preSumably in his .capacity as «Grand 
Caliph of the Muslims» to provide a well-trained scholar who would 
solve the disputes occurring within the Muslim community in the 
Cape colony. Sultan 'Abd al-Majid was to respond to this request by 
sending a certain Abü Bakr Efendi·12 to London, whence he was sent 
to Capetown. In 1869, a few years after his arrival Aöü Bakr compi
led a book entitled the Bayan al-Dın~a, which is based on two langua
ges, the text in Arabic and the commentary in <<Cape Dutch» but in 
Arabic characters. Although Abü Bakr was a renowned jurist capab
le of issuing fatwas according to the four principal rites of Islam, his 
commentary actually achieved its success in the region due to the 
fact that it was based on the Multaqii, rather than &s -a result of his 
personal prestige as a jurist. M. Brandel Syrier thus wrote : 

It (the Bayan al Din) derives its authoritativeness from 
the fact th3:t it is a close copy of al I:Jalabi's Multaqii ... and 
not from the fact that it was written by a recognised mufti. 

This undoubtedly demonstrates the continuing authority of 
the Multaqii even in the second half of the nineteenth century, and 
its influence on the various compilations on Islamic juridical prac
tice·ı-ı. The Multaqii attracted ·the attention alsa of other Wester.İı wri
ters on the Ottoman Empire, especially in the ·nineteenth century. 
The Ottoman reforms of that period encouraged the interest of Wes
tern writers and scholars and as a :result we have a number of obser
vations on the Ottoman judicial system, ·-its canon law and its sour
ces45. For ex:ample, J.L. Farley, after comhıenting on the reforms and 
the position of non-Muslims in the Empir;e, states : 

42 Abü Bakr Efendi b. 'Umar, known as al-Khashnawi, died in 1880. 

43 Thls works has ·been translated into English and edited with an intro
duction by Mia. ~randel-Syr.ler, under the name of The Religi01ıs Duties ot Is
lam a.s Taught anel Explaiııecl by Abıi Bakr Effeııcli (Leiden, 1960 and 1971). 

44 M. Brandel-Syrier, op. c-ıt., p. XXİV. 
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Revered almost equally with the Kora:n, the Multeka is the 
civil, penal, political and military code of the Ottoman Em
pire ... 4..~ 

He then adds : 

The Mı~Zteka, or digest of the Mahommedan Canon Law, 
was written in Arabic by a Turkish lawyer several centuries 
ago. It gives the decisions arrive~ at by the two great le
gists of Sunni Mahommedanism, and is text-book and 
authority in the law courts throughout Turkey. Indeed, all 
Sunnı legists in Turkey, and in other Sunni countries, study 
this •book, and ma:ke their references to it. Cadis -and Muftis 
take it, with other similar books, as a guide to their deci
sions, a.<> our judges consult the decisioııs of -their prede
cessors. It is, however, of a far greater authority than any 
such decisions can •be amongst ourselves; ·because it is a 
fundamental principle in Turkey that no one, neither the 
Sultan nor the Government combined, can change or abro
gate the Canon Law of that country. The Sultan rules over 
the Turks, but the Koran and the Multeka rule over the 
Sultan·ıo . 

While this statement is certainly not without some degree of exage
ration, it at least represents the view .of a foreign analyst of Otto
man legal practice, an abserver who was struck by the importance 
of this work in the period in which he was writing. 

W e may conclude by quoting the lines of the Turkish national 
poet M. Akif Ersoy, which show that the renown of the Multaqii has 
spread over in to the realms of poetry: 

Sayısız hadise var ovtada tatbik edecek; 
Hani ·bir tane usul alimi, yahu bir tek? 
Böyle avare dÜŞünceyle yaşanmaz heyhat, 
«Mülteka» fıkhınızın namı, usUlün «Mir'at». 

('Safahat, p. 418) 

45 J .L. Farley, Tm·Tcs anel Christians, A Solution oj the Eastem Questio-tı 
(London, 1876), u. 155. 

46 Ibid., p. 156. 
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The 19th century Ottoman Empire witnessed several political, 
social and military reforms, amongst which legal reforms occupied · 
much attention. E.arly in the century various attempts had been 
made to change the structure of the courts or to .introduce new legal 
systems, but none of these was really successful. Above all, there 
emerged a growing need in the Empire for a new codex to solve dis
putes concerning trade between Muslims and non-Muslims. Such 
case~ needed to be heard in special coınmercial coUrts since non
Muslims could not appear on equal terms with Musliıns before 
slıar'i courts, 'but the judges in commercial courts did not have ·a 
comprehensive knowledge of fiqh; as a result, it was agreed «to 
have that pa.t-1: of fiqlı that had reference to commercial tran
sactions translated into a language which could be understood !by 
all and to make it into a codex»47• 

The first committee failed to complete the work -which was 
to -be called Matn-i Matl.n and was ultimately dissolved. The reason 
for this failın·e was that most of the members of -the commitlee 
were not themselves thoroughly versed in figh48

• Meanwhile there 
appeared a movement to adopt the French Civil Code in the Empire, 
but an opposition group led by AJ;ıınad Jawdat Pasha·19 desired 
that the shar'I provisions which were in harmony with the demands 
of the times should ·be made into a compendium and used as shar'i 
law in disputes involving Muslims aJ:!.d as qanüs (i.e. secular law) in 
those -involving non-Muslims. At the end o.f a series of discussions 
a seven-member commission of expertS in fiqh and other Islamic 
Sciences was established under the chairmanship of Jawdat Pasha50 ; 

it was requested to compile a codex using the ;basic Hanafite texts. 
The introduction and the first .chapter of the new codex, entitled 

47 A. Cevdet Paşa, Tez(i.kir> I, 62, ıtranslated. in Ş.A. Mardin, · «Some . Ex
planatory notes on the Origins of the . 'Mecelle'», (in -the MW1 LI, 1961, pp. 
189-196 and 274-279) p. 275. 

48 See Tezakir1 I, 63. · 
49 On him see E. Mardin, Medeni Huk1ık Cephesinden Ahmet Oevdet 

Pa.şa1 Istanbul, 1946. 
50 E. Mardin, op. cit. 

-· ~----
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MajaJla-i Ahk.iim-i ~Adliyya were completed in 1869; the last chapter 
was concluded in 1876. The aim was to produce «an easily under
standable work on .the practical aspects of the shar/.'a in relation 
to transactions amongst individuals, containlng only agreed opinions 
and. free of matters of dispute which could ·be used by everyone as 
a guide to his own conduct of affairs and which would benefit the 
members of the courts and government officials»5;ı. .Another point 
was that modern couditions of manufacture, industrial organi
sation and the customs prevailing in society had to be taken into 
consideration by the committee in selecting the most suitable views 
of the Hanafite lawyers with reference to current affairs and practi
cability. 

The Majalla was derived completely from Hanafite sources and 
in its · compila~ion the Multaqii and its commentaries, Majma~ al
Anhur and the Mirwal;_a were used extensively. 

The contribution of the Multaqii to the Majallai may ·be seenin 
every chapter and many of the definitions are directly derived from 
it. About 270 articles were taken from the Multaqii aın:d Majma~ al
Anhur and another 80 were also partly derived from them. As 
shownin the table52 the Multaqii and the Majm-a~ al-Anhur contribu
ted the largest proportion, more than 20 %, and they ·are followed 
by Fatawiiy-i Hind!iyya and Durr al-Muhtiir contributing 10 % and 
8 % respectively. This fact demonstrates beyon-d any doubt the im
portance of the Multaıqii and i ts place in the Ottoman Empire53• The 
main reason for this extensive borrowing would seem to be that the 
concise style of the Multaqii was very appropriate for such a com
pilation. It was possi'ble in many cases where it is quoted to take 
an article and transiate it into Turkish as it stood~·ı. In some cases, 

5-1 See «Majalla Mac:lbatası», quoted in Mas'üd Efendi al-Qayşari, Mir'iit-ıı. 

Majalla-i Abkiim-ı 'Adl:iyya (Istanbul, 1302 A.H.), p. 4. 

52 See the thesiS p. 338. 

53 Tlris information is based on Mir'at-u MajaJla, a study of the sources 
of the Majaııa ·by a former mutt1 of Kayseri Mas'üd Efencli. This work was prin
ted in 1302/1884-85 i.e. within nine years of the promulagtion of the Majalla 
and appears to ·be a most reliable source. 

54 For examples see articles 167, 673, 837 ete. 
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naturally, the information had to ·be modified slightly, expanded or 
shortened in the process of establishing a principle in Turkish~5 • 

Since the Multaqa had itself •been derived from six •basic Ha
nafite texts and was considered enth'ely reliable, it was sıİfficie~t 
for the commission to consult it on many matters without the 
necessity of going .through its sources. Indeed this poinıt emerges 
clearly from Mirat-u Majalla since the sources of the Multaqa were 
used rarely. Of the sources, the most frequently occurring is the 
Hidaya which contributed only about 1 % of the contents of the 
Majalla. Others, the Ma.jma/ al-Anhur) the Mukhtiir) the Kanz and 
the Mukhta.şar are mentioned only a few times. 

Moreover, under the system of education in thaıt period, every 
member of the commission had proba:bly studied the · Multaqii; 
and some of them being teachers in the madrasas) were most pro
bably using it in their classes. Jawdaıt Pasha in .his Tezakir men
tions the Multaqa as one of the basic books he studied in fiqhs6 

and most presumably it was the foundation for his ·knowledge in 
this field. P:rofessor Mardin, in his comments on the educaıtion and 
career of J awdat Pasha, says that the latter was always encouraged 
and advised by his grandfather to join the ~ilmiyya. He then staıtes 
that Jawdat Pasha studied fiqh books such as l;lalabı~• and the 
Multaqa and comme'llts : «The Multaqll is a 'solid tem' (matn-i 
mcıtin) which deals with all cases of .fiqh»38• The widespread use 
of this text throughout the Empire ensured that the ·new code based 
upon it, the Majalla would not seem too innovative and unfamiliar 
to jurists working outside or at a 'distance from the capital. 

To illustrate the manner in which the Multaqa was incorporated 
into the Majalla) the following examples· may be cited: 

65 See article.s 169, 497, 706, 1000 ete. 
56 A. Cevdet Paşa, Tezdkir, IV, 4-5. 
57 I .e. al-J:{alabi's Ghunyat Mutammalli, which ıs usually referred to by 

this title. 
58 E. Mardin, op. cit., p. 12. 

-· ~-- -· - -~;.:. . . 
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I. Kitab al-Buyrl 

Article 167 : 

«A sale is constiotuted by an offer and an acceptance.~> 

Mııltaqii, Kitab at-Buyü', p. 107. 

Article 169 : 

«The past tense is -generally used for the offer and acceptance.» 

Multaqii, Kitab aı-Buyü~, p. 107. 

Article 268 : 

~ ~~ o.J.: ... ~~ ~l~l':.i 0:1 J\ ~ o...G.JjJ\ 

· .J)JI .J~ ~4 ~\ ~ <.?-"'l':-1 '-:"' ~ J~ 

«A seller is compelled to clear a tree by picking its fruit, at the 
time of delivery of the tree, having fruit upon it.» 

Multaqii, Iritab al-Buyü~, pp. 108-109. 
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II. Kitap alrljiira 

Article 497: 

..b-l J..>.JJI ~.)~ ..k~ .)~ ~;) o;) ~~\ ~~..U_,\ o~ · 

~j_,\ Jl_,l ~ 0§ ..>..li ~ (.);)_;. ~\ ;) .J>- ~ ~_), 

..>)JI J~ ..>~\ J ..>~\ 

«As in a contract of sale, so in a contract of hiring, a stipulation 
giving an option is permitted; anda letting and hiring, on the con
dition that one of the parties or both should have an option for so 
many days, is allowed.» 

Mııltaqa, Kitab al-Ijara, p . 161. 

ill. Kitiib al-Kafiila 

Article 648 : 

~ .ı.: .U~ ~1 ..>.fli ..k~ ~JI ~_;. ~\ oJ:JlAS"'· 

..>)JI 

If in a guarantee, the principal debtor .is granted immunity, (the 
debt) is then transferred to the guaran~r [i.e. the ka;fiila contract 
'becomes ba;wala.] · 

öi'!r. ..k_r \~\ \ll ~ı J ~ cf ~t.;, ~ı ~lk. ~\.k.IJ J 

• • • 43 ~ (.)__,(:; J...P \ll 
Multaqa, Kitab al-KajaZa, p. 123. 
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IV. Kitiib al-lfa:wiila 

Article 673 : 

«If.a:wiila is to make a transfer of a debt from one debtor account 
to the debtor account of another.» 

~~ J ı ~~ ıj.A ı.:r....U ı ~ ( 4J .!,J--1 ) ı.5' 
Multaqa~ Kitiib al-If.awiila~ p. 127. 

V. Kitiib al-Rahn 

Article 706 : 

~..kA.; .J)J\ ~A cf.) ~~ J.r.9 J '-7"~~~ ~f J cf~ 

if.".J 0.-l:..A.) ~ı J:.i ıY'G ~"~)_,ı ·\ j'l _,\w~;~__,~ 

.)~ o~\ 

«The pledge ·becomes a concluded! contract by the offer and accep
ta;nce of the pledger and ·pledgee. But until it is received, it is not 
complete . arid, irrevocable. Tlıerefore tıı.e pledger, ·before delivery 
can renounce the pledging . 

... ~~ t- J J.r.9 J '-7"~~ .. ~ (eY')\) 

\) u~ l~t; u ~\ J:.i ~ C' f.. 01 ıf~ _, 

Multaqii~ Kitab al-Rahn~ pp. 197-98. 

VII. Kitab a),..Hiba 

Article 837 : 
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«A gift (hiba) becomes a valid contract by offer. and acceptance, 
and is completed by receipt.» 

~~4 f J J~ J "-:-'~4 ( ~\ ) ~ J 

Multaqii, Kitab al-Hiba, p. 158. 

VI. Kitab al-Wadfa 

Article 763 : 

W ade a is property left with someone for safekeeping. 

Multaqii, Kitab al-Wadta, -p. 156. 

IX- Kitab al-ljajr rwu/l -lkriih wa'l- -Bhuta 

Article 1000 : 

&.ı.AA.i .U.JjJI ~_?_, _,J.S ~.? o~.J~ w..L. ~WA.o 0~..to 
.J_,;J_,I Jt.a.il 0..\:J~ ~L_, .AS)~ 0~ _,1 \j':l 

During the time when an insolvent debtor is under -prohibition 
·both himself and those whose maintenance is supplied by him, are 
supported out of his property. 

Multaqii, Kitab al-[Jajr, p. 172. 

X - Kit-iib al-Bharika 

Article 1338 : 

-·~:eo...---,-~- .. ·-
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It is a condition that the capital be some kind of silver or gold 
money. 

Multaqö., Kitö.b al-Sharika, p. 104. 

Xl- Kitab al-W aklila 

Article 1528 : 

By the death of the principal, wakil of the wakil fs also discharged. 
. , 

JA~ JWI ~ J_,~l J$"'}1 ~J JWI 0l)' J9 0.;1 0t; 

. ( j)' }1 ) JJ:ı/1 ~~ 0:ı/ __;~u .ü~ :J _, .J~ 

Multaqö., Kitiib al-Wakiila, p. 140. 

XIII. Kitab al-'lqriir 

Article 

. {...i· &t6'.} .. ~ _.J..M~,o q.JjJI r. .. J-~.J.o _ 0Y..~ ~>--"" 0_Y...) 

· uPf JY..,) 0~1 JW ~~- o~ Jl>- ~Jj~ 0~_,1 

.J.J;J,; {....\AJ 4:-UjJI JY..,) 0~1 J.W ~~ ~.J!}I c..foJ:Jy 

«Debts contracted in health take .pri()rity over debts contracted in 
sickness. 

That is to say, the debts of a person, whose estate (taraka) is 
in debt, which attach to his debt while in a state of health, are made 
to ta,ke . precedence over his debts which attach to his debit by 
virtue of admission made while in a state of mortal sickness . 
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~ 0~~) ~~ 0)_rvı ~ ~f J ~) ~) ~...p j.:ı 
• ..::., .J 'll if- \.lı.o JOI J ~ .r j ~ ji ~ 

Multaqii) Kitab al-Iqrar) p. 149. 

XIV. Kitiib al-Da(wii 

Article 1623 : 

~) ) LS""o~ o...U.:ıl~ ) c.Sy-=ı ıJ:?- <~,....~\ .)LQ.ç. ~ ~.M 

~.:ı)...\>.) {$"'& ~?- ~ &~) .:ı)...\>.) ı.Jlij) {$"'~ 4J 
· ..?~ c.S~I ~)o.:ıo.:ı ) 44 J !l)jT ~1 .)~ c.S_A.>.L.,.;, 

. j.Mj'l ~)\ 

«<f the subject matter of the action is im.movable property it is 
necessary at the time of the claim, or when evidence is given, that 
its town or village, or quarter and street and its four or three 
boundaries, and if there are owners on the bouİıdaries their names 
and those of their fathers and grandfathers be stated.»1 

~~-u'll .:ıJ..lJ-IJ 41:> •. LIJ ..Ll;JI _?~ c:r ( .Jlb.ll J) 4.} ~'lJ 

. ~\ Jl r-'~J l~~l ~~1 J ö.:ıl~IJ c.Sy-JJI J 

XV- Kitaö al-Bayyirzi!t waız -TaiJ..lif 

Article 1762 : 

o~).lı.o lo!~ ~ ~ c.S~ J ~4 ~ .J.:ı \IJI ~4. ö.:ı~j 
. .J.J;.l,JI c:;::-} &4- ı.!.l;o~l c.Sy.:ı o.:ı~j ).ı......:::l 0~1 

ı This .ıs the first part of the article 1623, <the second part .ıs based on the 
information borrowed from Durar-u Ghurar. 
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«The evidence of the greater is preferred. For example, when the 
seller and buyer differ about the ·amount of the prlce of a. thing 
sold, the evidence of the claim for the greater is preferred.» 

0~ <..JA~.J. <..Ji f>- ~ Jl c;.il Jl . <..J~I _;..li ~ \Ab;.I)J 
,· ö~4)1 l~M~4ı.; ~.~. 

Multaqli, Kitab al-Bayyinat wa TaJ;ılif, p. 143. 

XVI. Kitab al-Qafjii 

.Al'ticle 1795 : 

~~ ı..f ~~J ~.J.J ~~ o~s~ ~~ ~b
. _;~1 ~~\ 0-Uts"..r- J JWI ~1:-o~l J~l ~ 

«The judge must abstain from all actions and deeds which will 
destroy the majesty of the court, like 1mying and seliing and joking 
during the sitting of the court.» 

cjt~ 'lJ 4-~. J .(5..r.:.~'lJ < ~LJ-ı ) ~ 'lJ 
Multaqii, Kitab al-Qa4ii', p. 128. 


